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Our mission is to design, manufacture and distribute the highest quality,
and meets or exceeds the expectations of our most demanding customers.
Highline Manufacturing is a subsidiary company of Bourgault Industries Ltd. and
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as such shares a common standard of "pursuing perfection" in their business
approach. Highline's shared approach is to develop relevant products of the highest
quality that exceed the expectations of our most discerning customers.

HIGHLINE ® MISSION STATEMENT

PREC SION

CFR 1251 BALE PRO ®

OUR
MISSION.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

GENERAL MANAGER’S MESSAGE

Thank you for your interest in Highline’s products. Highline is manufacturing some high quality products that can make your operation more efficient and

Over the past year I have had the opportunity to meet many cattle producers at trade shows, conventions, equipment demonstrations, and

successful. Since acquiring Highline , Bourgault has encouraged an aggressive product development program to generate new value adding products that

on their farms. While you all have a passion for farming and the animals in your care, it is also clear that you know this is a business and

can improve your bottom line and continues to do so. You can expect to see some exciting new products to be released by Highline® in the coming years.

your livelihood. In the end just like any other business your cattle farm must be profitable. While this seems obvious the challenge is to

As time passes, those farmers who do not modernize their methods are forsaking opportunities to increase their profitability that they can never recover.

keep finding opportunities to become more efficient without compromising the health and well being of your herd.

Clearly people who raise livestock love their livestock, and we at Highline® understand this. Because it takes tremendous dedication and commitment for a

At Highline® it is our vision to partner with you the producer, to identify opportunities to feed more efficiently, and to then develop new

farmer to be successful with livestock, it could not be any other way. However, it is possible for you to keep your animals healthy and happy and to improve

equipment that meets those requirements. The CFR 1251 two bale processor is a great example of this innovation. It is the most effective

your bottom line. We also happen to think that we have just the equipment to help you do just that!

tool for blending dry forages and grain on the market today. We continue to invest in research focused on the feed uptake of the animal

If you have any questions or require additional information about any of this equipment, please visit highlinemfg.com, contact your nearest Highline® dealer

through the collaborative efforts of our in-house nutritionist John Maltman, our Product Development team, our Customers, and others who

®

or call us directly at 1-800-665-2010. You can also see Highline® products in action on YouTube.com.

share a similar interest in the long term success of the cattle industry. There are many exciting initiatives underway and we look forward to
helping you continue to feed your cattle in the best ways possible while continuing to increase profits for years to come.

P R E S I D E N T O F B O U R G AU LT I N D U S T R I E S LT D .

G E N E R A L M A N AG E R O F H I G H L I N E M A N U FAC T U R I N G LT D .

Gerry Bourgault, P. Eng.

Bob Cochran, P. Eng.

"It is possible to keep your animals healthy and happy and to
improve your bottom line."

"At Highline® it is our vision to partner with you the producer,
to identify opportunities to feed more efficiently, and to then
develop new equipment that meets those requirements."
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PRESIDENT AND GM MESSAGES

®

NUTRITION OF THE HERD

feeding

The CFR 1251 blends

Test It.
Testing your feed is

2 different bale types into

critical to knowing what

a perfect mix saving up to

you have and setting

$150/cow per year.

your rations accordingly.

Add It.

Chop It.

The Highline® Grain Tank

The Highline® Feed

attachment accurately
measures grain or

Chopper™ attachment
reduces cut length

supplement and blends it

and blends materials,

with a lower quality feed.

reducing sorting and
waste by 20-30%.

1
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continues to develop improvements to the Bale Pro® line of forage processors to deliver rations
in an industry leading way according to nutritional truths that are being established. This means
a Highline® Bale Pro® can improve your return on investment by increasing daily intake through
particle size reduction making more nutrients available. The cows are more accepting of the
chopped forage so more energy, protein and other nutrients in forage form is consumed.

PREC SION

Optimize Inputs / Maximize Profitability.

C O R P O R AT E R U M I N A N T N U T R I T I O N I S T

For further details on Precision Feeding visit: www.highlinemfg.com

John Maltman, M.Sc., P.Ag.

feeding

"The feed saving that we are obtaining by using this unit has
made a great return on investment."
SCOTT GEHLEN OF HUMBOLDT, SK
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PRECISION FEEDING

PREC SION
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Blend It.

As research leads us into a new phase in understanding nutritional needs of ruminants, Highline®

Efficiency in feeding begins with analysis of the ingredients.
From year to year forages can vary in maturity when cut
and result is different nutrient levels. Testing ensures better
accuracy when defining the ration.

Chop It.
Long forages are a combination of stem and leaf which
cattle or sheep will selectively sort unless it is chopped.
Chopping can release more digestible energy which
encourages consumption. Maximum consumption is the
goal when feeding gestating cows on medium and low
quality forages.

Add It.
Highline® offers an option to assist producers in metering
grain into forage rations. Grain insertion into the processing
chamber prevents selective consumption of grain over
other diet ingredients and ensures even distribution through
the windrow.

Blend It.
Our list of labour saving Bale Pro® models includes
the CFR 1251 which can blend two different types of
forage and grain in one pass. This unique technology
is a method to lower the cost of production while
meeting all nutrient requirements for the animal.
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PRECISION FEEDING

Test It.

5 BALE PRO

®

models

each with unique advantages.
The Bale Pro® series from Highline® allows you to efficiently process round and square bales.
With 5 options to choose from there’s one that is the best fit for your cattle operation. The CFR
(Complete Feed Ration) modular system allows you to expand your Bale Pro® as your operation evolves.

Effectively Mix Forages
in Less Time Than a TMR Mixer

Process Square or Round Bales - Adds Flexibility
When Using Multiple Forage Suppliers

Dual Feed Roller Processor
Requires Minimal Maintenance

Chain & Slat Processor
Offers Ease of Use

CFR 1251 Bale Pro

CFR 960 Bale Pro

CFR 650 Bale Pro

CFR 651 Bale Pro

PAGE 18

PAGE 26

PAGE 34

PAGE 12

®

®

®

®

Delivers Effective Bedding and
Coverage Solutions for Agriculture
and Construction

CFR 650 TOP GUN
PAGE 40

®

5 BALE PRO ® MODELS
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Effectively

MIX FORAGES

with the CFR 1251 Bale Pro .
®

Highline® takes precision ration delivery and flexibility to a higher level with
the CFR 1251. This model represents the future utilizing dual chambers and
independent settings allowing forage blending for optimal performance to
achieve the highest economic benefit. Crop residues and hay are combined,
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chopped and mixed thoroughly with the grain portion to meet the animal’s
requirements. Whether field or bunk feeding the CFR 1251 puts

“The CFR 1251 with Feed Chopper™ will save me enough feed
through out the winter that I will be able to feed another couple
hundred backgrounders.”
ANDREW SOMERS
BIRNIE, MB

PREC SION
feeding

CFR 1251 BALE PRO ®

premium animal care in your hands.

Retractable front bale
loading conveyor allows the
THE CFR 1251 BALE PRO

®

The TMR MIXER that is not a TMR Mixer.

(with no extra mixing time).

The 1251 is a dual-chamber bale processor which offers many of the
same benefits as a TMR Mixer. The 1251 provides the flexibility to process
two bales at once, blending different types of forage into a healthy ration.
With winter feed costs accounting for as much as 50% of total production
costs, managing this variable can make or break the profitability of a cow/
calf operation. The ability to utilize lower quality forage, along with high
quality forage maximizes the efficiency of a winter feeding program and is

CFR 1251

bale to gently shift to the
front.

critical in extending feed supplies on years when good hay is in short supply.
When equipped with the optional Grain Tank with MGITM and Feed ChopperTM,
the CFR 1251 really is an all-purpose machine that rivals a TMR mixer in
producing a mixed forage/grain ration. And, it does this with lower operational
costs and less capital investment. The 1251 is also an excellent machine for
bedding and that’s something that most TMR mixers can’t do. In many cattle
operations the CFR 1251 may be a wiser investment than a TMR mixer.

Complete Feed Ration

The CFR 1251 maximizes your ability to blend inputs; mixing the perfect balance of bales of varying quality with metered grain product;
the result is optimized feed at a lower purchase point. Below are examples of how the CFR 1251 can positively affect your bottom line.
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# Head

Hay
100%

Hay
50%

Straw
50%

Hay/Straw
Blended Cost

Annual
Savings

200

$85,500.00

$42,750.00

$13,000.00

$55,750.00

300

$128,250.00

$65,125.00

$18,665.00

400

$171,000.00

$85,500.00

500

$213,750.00

$106,875.00

Feed

Hay

Straw

Weight (lb)

2000

2000

$29,640.00

Cost (c / lb)

$0.075

$0.023

$83,790.00

$44,460.00

Cost ($ / bale)

$150

$46

$26,220.00

$111,720.00

$59,280.00

Feed lb/day

30

$32,775.00

$139,650.00

$74,100.00

Feeding Days

190

CFR 1251 BALE PRO ®

Assumptions:

CFR 1251

Heavy Duty
Bale Transfer

CFR Capability
Expand your 1251 Bale
Pro® by adding the Grain
Tank with MGITM
(See pages 46-57 for
more details on the
CFR system.)

Transport Lights

Hydraulically Controlled
Discharge Door
Hi-Flotation Tires
(21.5L X 16.1)

Base 1251
Bale Pro®

Base 1251
Bale Pro®
with FC*

Base 1251
Bale Pro®
with MGI™*

Base 1251
Bale Pro® with
FC* & MGI™*

PTO Minimum

120 (89 kW)

160 (119 kW)

120 (89 kW)

160 (119 kW)

PTO Recommended

135 (101 kW)

175 (130 kW)

135 (101 kW)

175 (130 kW)

Transport Width

123” (3.12 m)

123” (3.12 m)

140” (3.56 m)

140” (3.56 m)

Transport Height

116” (2.95 m)

116” (2.95 m)

116” (2.95 m)

116” (2.95 m)

Working Height

142”(3.61 m)

116” (2.95 m)

116” (2.95 m)

116” (2.95 m)

Length

279” (7.09 m)

291” (7.39 m)

279” (7.09 m)

291” (7.39 m)

Weight

10343 lb (4691 kg)

10911 lb (4949 kg)

11032 lb (5004 kg)

11600 lb (5262 kg)

1662 lb (754 kg)

1987 lb (901 kg)

1946 lb (883 kg)

2260 lb (1025 kg)

Hydraulics

2 or 3 Remote

2 or 3 Remote

2 or 3 Remote

2 or 3 Remote

Driveline

1000 PTO
1 ⅜” 21 Spline

1000 PTO
1 ⅜” 21 Spline

1000 PTO
1 ⅜” 21 Spline

1000 PTO
1 ⅜” 21 Spline

21.5L x 16.1

21.5L x 16.1

21.5L x 16.1

21.5L x 16.1

Size of Bales

Up to 6’ (1.83 m)
diameter

Up to 6’ (1.83 m)
diameter

Up to 6’ (1.83 m)
diameter

Up to 6’ (1.83 m)
diameter

Discharge***

Right Hand

Right Hand

Right Hand

Right Hand

Discharge End Curtains

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Rear View Cameras

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Tongue Weight (Unloaded)

Tires

Name: Scott Gehlen
Location: North of Humboldt, SK
Operation: 150 cow/calf pairs and calf backgrounding
Our primary use of the bale processor is to grind and feed one ration in a single pass.
We process hay, straw, green feed and rolled barley.
The Highline 1251 is a one of a kind unit; it has the ability to chop, mix, and dispense
a complete ration in a single pass. The feed saving that we are obtaining by using
this unit has had a great return on investment. In the past we have used other bale
processors, none of them with the ability to do what this machine can do.

CFR 1251 Bale Pro

®

Independent
Rate Controls
allow for blending of 2
forages at different rates.
The Slat & Chain
Processing Chamber
(See page 37 for more
details.)

SPECIFICATIONS

* FC - Feed Chopper
** Grain Tank capacity - 30 bushels (1057 L)

*** Right/left hand is determined by sitting
in the tractor seat looking forward.

CFR 1251 Bale Pro Options
®

REAR FACING
WORK LIGHTS

Additional lighting for night operation, with
added illumination of processing chamber
and behind unit (FIOCFRRFL).

All weights and transport dimensions are estimates and are subject to change.
While every effort has been made to ensure that the information is accurate/current at the time of
production, all specifications are subject to change.
If livestock is being fed, it is the operator’s responsibility to ensure that the materials in the processed
feed mix are suitable. Some of the wrapping material (twine, net wrap or other materials) may be
discharged with the feed if the wrapping materials are not removed prior to processing.
For the latest product information, please visit: www.highlinemfg.com.
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CFR 1251 BALE PRO ®

Cameras

ROBERT URQUHART
NL CATTLE CO.
OLATHE, CO

960

REAL

Flexibility
with the CFR 960 Bale Pro .
®

Ideal for feeding and bedding - the CFR 960 Bale Pro® offers all of the proven
design features found on the Highline® Bale Pro® series with the added
flexibility to process round or square bales as desired...as well as other
beneficial design features that improve feed quality and consistency.

PREC SION
feeding
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CFR 960 BALE PRO ®

"With the efficiency of the Bale Pro® there is a large salary and time
savings versus taking all day to process hay. The CFR 960 is built with
quality and also the fastest processor I have ever used."

MAXIMIZE

EFFICIENT PROCESSING

Your Loading Efficiency.

of Square Bales.

One of the challenges of processing square bales is maintaining both a high loading efficiency AND high processing efficiency (the
competition fails to deliver on either one or the other). This is because whenever the orientation of the bale isn’t optimally placed for
either loading (large face aligned with tractor) or processing (length aligned with flail drum), efficiency is compromised. For optimal
processing, Highline® addressed this issue by developing a system that turns the square bale so that it rests lengthwise in the tub (in
alignment with the flail drum).

When it comes to loading efficiency, bale orientation matters.
Loading Efficiency (for Square Bales):
Lining up a bale for loading can be a challenging task. It stands to reason that the
larger the visible target area, the easier it is to align and load. This is why the CFR 960
Bale Pro® was designed to align with the bale’s broad side as opposed to its end making
loading easier and processing faster.
Efficiency is further enhanced with the CleanCutTM Twine Release system that quickly cuts
through bale twine prior to processing, allowing the loose bale to procress uniformly and
efficiently.

Loads large square bales lengthwise.

EXTREME

2

3

4
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Lift Capacity

The bale is orientated so
that the length (the larger visible area) is
the target for alignment making loading
easier than aligning with the width.

The bale is turned mid-lift.

The bale is aligned with the flail drum for
efficient processing.

Force

CFR 650

The bale is lifted, the twine is sliced
and the bale is dropped loosely into the
tub (the loose consistency helps with
uniform processing).

Competitors' bale processors, where the bale is orientated widthwise on the flail drum, can take upwards of 3 minutes to process. In
comparison, the CFR 960 Bale Pro® capable of processing a 4' x 4' x 8'6" bale in 1 minute! The CleanCutTM twine release on the CFR
960 helps with this efficiency.*

Other Brands

Lift Height

*

Bale processing times are contingent on bale type, aggression setting and tractor horsepower.

CFR 960 BALE PRO ®

Lifting Power.

With the highest breakout force in the
industry, the Highline® Vertical Lift design
allows you to release even the most
stubbornly frozen bales from the ground
with ease. Also, because the bale is lifted
straight up off of the ground, the scrubbing
action against the bale stack is minimized,
reducing bale damage and waste.

1

HOW IT WORKS: The hooked spear design stabs
into the square bale slipping between the twine
and the bale. As the bale is released into the tub,
the sharp edge of the CleanCutTM Twine Release
System slices through the twine releasing the
bale. The unleashed bale is now loose in the
tub. This loose material is well suited for uniform
processing.

EASILY SLICE THROUGH TWINE

WITH THE CLEANCUT TWINE RELEASE SYSTEM
TM

(for square bales)

Unique to the CFR 960 Bale Pro® is the CleanCutTM Twine Release System. The
CleanCutTM Twine Release System uses the weight of the square bale to effectively
slice the twine prior to processing.

23

CLEANCUT

DUANE CODER
EFFINGHAM, KS

CFR 960 BALE PRO ®

TWINE RELEASE SYSTEM

The CFR 960 Bale Pro® has a dual feed roller processing chamber with a centrally driven flail drum.
Expand your 960 by adding a Feed ChopperTM and Grain Tank with MGITM system.
CleanCutTM Twine Release System

Highline forks are
curved to help “grab”
the bale.

CFR 960

Central Flail Drum

(for square bales)

The central flail drum is balanced for
smooth, long lasting operation, and
flails are evenly spaced to provide
even material output.

Axle Twine Guard
The Axle Twine Guard
eliminates the nuisance
of twine getting tightly
wrapped around the wheel
axle.

Base 960
Bale Pro®

Base 960
Bale Pro®
with FC*

Base 960
Bale Pro®
with MGI™*

Base 960
Bale Pro® with
FC* & MGI™*

PTO Minimum

100 (75 kW)

125 (94 kW)

100 (75 kW)

125 (94 kW)

PTO Recommended

115 (86 kW)

140 (105 kW)

125 (94 kW)

140 (105 kW)

Transport Width

107 ¾” (2.74 m)

108” (2.74 m)

131 ¼” (3.33 m)

131 ¼” (3.33 m)

Transport Height

136” (3.45 m)

136” (3.45 m)

136” (3.45 m)

136” (3.45 m)

Working Height

164” (4.17 m)

164” (4.17 m)

164” (4.17 m)

164” (4.17 m)

Length to End of Tires

204” (5.18 m)

204” (5.18 m)

204” (5.18 m)

204” (5.18 m)

263 ½” (6.69 m)

263 ½” (6.69 m)

263 ½” (6.69 m)

263 ½” (6.69 m)

Discharge***

Right Hand

Right Hand

Right Hand

Right Hand

Hydraulics

3 Remote

3 Remote

3 Remote

3 Remote

1000 PTO
1 ⅜” 21 Spline

1000 PTO
1 ⅜” 21 Spline

1000 PTO
1 ⅜” 21 Spline

1000 PTO
1 ⅜” 21 Spline

6883 lb (3097 kg)

7543 lb (3394 kg)

8123 lb (3655 kg)

8783 lb (3952 kg)

2113 lb (951 kg)

2500 lb (1125 kg)

2368 lb (1066 kg)

2755 lb (1240 kg)

16.5L x 16.1

16.5L x 16.1

16.5L x 16.1

16.5L x 16.1

Max. Size of Bales
Round
Square

6’ (1.83 m)
4’ x 4’ x 8’ 6” (1.2 x 1.2 x 2.6 m)

6’ (1.83 m)
4’ x 4’ x 8’ 6” (1.2 x 1.2 x 2.6 m)

6’ (1.83 m)
4’ x 4’ x 8’ 6” (1.2 x 1.2 x 2.6 m)

6’ (1.83 m)
4’ x 4’ x 8’ 6” (1.2 x 1.2 x 2.6 m)

2 Hydraulic Remote

Option

Option

Option

Option

Length to End of Forks Down

Low Profile
Fork Design

Hi-Flotation Tires

Adjustable Forks

Each Bale Pro model is designed
with appropriately sized hi-flotation
tires allowing for easy maneuverability
through challenging terrain.

Accommodate a range of bale
sizes with the Highline adjustable
forks.

®

The low profile fork design
allows you to easily get
under square bales for
loading.

®

REAR FACING Additional lighting for night operation, with
WORK LIGHTS added illumination of processing chamber and
behind unit (FIOCFRRFL).
FEED
CHOPPER™

960 bale processor feed chopper kit
(FIOCFR960FC).

HYDRAULIC
960 bale processor in-cab flail drum aggression
AGGRESSION adjustment (FIOCFR960HAC).
CONTROL KIT
GRAIN TANK
WITH MGI™

960 bale processor grain tank with metered
grain insertion system kit (FIOCFR960GT).

Driveline
Weight
Tongue Weight (Unloaded)
Tires

CFR 960 Bale Pro Options
WEIGHT
SCALE KIT

3 point (1 hitch tongue, 2 axles) weigh system
with in-cab display (FIOCFRWSK).

SPECIFICATIONS

* FC - Feed Chopper
** Grain Tank capacity - 30 bushels (1057 L)

*** Right/left hand is determined by sitting
in the tractor seat looking forward.

All weights and transport dimensions are estimates and are subject to change.
While every effort has been made to ensure that the information is accurate/current at the time of
production, all specifications are subject to change.
If livestock is being fed, it is the operator’s responsibility to ensure that the materials in the processed
feed mix are suitable. Some of the wrapping material (twine, net wrap or other materials) may be
discharged with the feed if the wrapping materials are not removed prior to processing.
For the latest product information, please visit: www.highlinemfg.com.
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CFR 960 BALE PRO ®

Curved Tip Design

"I save 10 - 25% of each bale processed as opposed
to feeding bales in a hay ring."
DUANE CODER
EFFINGHAM, KS

Process

THIS WAY

with the CFR 650 Bale Pro .
®

The CFR 650 Bale Pro® is a great option for cattle operations looking for a
durable, well-engineered bale processor. The CFR 650 Bale Pro® has a dual
feed roller processing chamber with a centrally driven flail drum processor.
27

(See page 46 for additional information on the CFR modular system).

PREC SION
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CFR 650 BALE PRO ®

650

Expand your CFR 650 by adding a Feed ChopperTM and Grain Tank with MGITM

Location: Spring Grove, MN
Operation: 300 cow/calf; Annual 1500 Fat/Finish Beef and Holstein Steers; Custom raise
70,000 Turkeys per year
This is our first Bale Pro® and we bought it mainly for fat-finish steers.
The best features of the Feed Chopper™ is its ease of use. We previously fed round bales
free choice in bale rings - too much waste! Now processed hay is fed in a bunk with other
ration - corn, corn silage, minerals, proteins etc.
Processed hay gives a great scratch factor to high corn ration. Cattle clean up better and its
a more consistent rate of gain for cattle.
We have a better saving of higher priced alfalfa hay, feeding what cattle need and not what
they want. We are using less corn stalks for bedding pack and it absorbs more. It is easier to
spread pen pack manure because of shorter corn stalk in manure - saving wear and tear on
the spreader!

CFR 650 Bale Pro with Feed Chopper™
®

The Dual Feed Roller Processing Chamber
of the CFR 650 Bale Pro®
Dual feed roller processing chamber also on the
CFR 650 TOP GUN® and CFR 960 Bale Pro®.

The Highline® flails efficiently “bite” into the bale for
uniform feed processing. The flails are optimally sized
to grab the bale. (Many competitors' bale processors
are designed with longer flails. When the longer flail
encounters ice or other debris it may crack when it
rebounds onto the drum.)

The flails are designed in a spiral formation. This spiral
formation ensures that the bale is continuously pulled and
processed resulting in consistent output. Also, the flail
drum is digitally balanced for smooth performance and
long bearing life.

1 Guard Rods

Name: Gibson Farms
Location: Copeland, KS
Operation: Commercial Sheep Flock
We are using the CFR 650 for chopping hay for the TMR and to spread bedding. The
Highline® Bale Pro® gives us the short cut that we need for our TMR’s. We process Sudan
Grass, Millet, Triticale Hay and bedding material; wheat straw, barley straw and corn stalks.
This is our first processor and its saves time when bedding down barns and pens.

CFR 650 Bale Pro with Feed Chopper™

The bale sits partially
on the guard rods. The
flails protrude through
the guard rods grabbing
the bale and pulling it
through. The guard rods
are shaped to provide
a very uniform rate of
processing.
Additional guard rods
can easily be added for
processing of finer bales.

2 Adjustable Aggression
Bales can be processed
more or less aggressively
depending on your needs.
Processing can be set in a
range of 1-5, with 1 being
the slowest and 5 being
the fastest processing
speed. Flails engage the
bale from 3/4” up to 2” for
faster processing.

29

3 Feed Rollers
Highline® feed rollers
are designed with both
wipers and teeth. This
design cleans and pulls
the feed through far more
consistent processing
and reduced wadding.
The dual feed rollers
allow the flail drum to be
centrally located in the
chamber providing up to
60’ (18.3 m)* of material
discharge distance.

®

* Contingent on environmental and operating conditions.

1

3

2

CFR 650 BALE PRO ®

Name: Morken Farms LLC (Bob, Don, David, Sam, Tim and Nate)

Curved Tip Design
Highline forks are

Transport Lights

curved to help “grab”

CFR 650

the bale.

SPECIFICATIONS

Adjustable Axles
Adjustable Forks

in uneven terrain for

Lift bales from the smallest silage up to 6'

additional support, or

(1.8 m). Lift from the row and load them

adjust to a narrow stance

into the Bale Pro .
®

for passing through gates
and narrow barn doors.

Dual Feed Roller Processing Chamber

Hi-Flotation Tires

(See page 29).

Each Bale Pro model is
®

designed with appropriately
sized hi-flotation tires
allowing for easy
maneuverability through
challenging terrain.

Base 650
Bale Pro®

Base 650
Bale Pro®
with FC*

Base 650
Bale Pro®
with MGI™*

Base 650
Bale Pro® with
FC* & MGI™*

PTO Minimum

85 (63 kW)

125 (93 kW)

100 (75 kW)

125 (93 kW)

PTO Recommended

100 (75 kW)

140 (104 kW)

125 (93 kW)

140 (104 kW)

Transport Width

101 ⅝” (2.58 m)

107 ⅞” (2.74 m)

124 ⅛” (3.15 m)

131 ¼” (3.33 m)

Transport Height

126 ½” (3.21 m)

126 ½” (3.21 m)

126 ½” (3.21 m)

126 ½” (3.21 m)

Working Height

154 ½” (3.92 m)

154 ½” (3.92 m)

154 ½” (3.92 m)

154 ½” (3.92 m)

Length to End of Tires

167 ⅛” (4.24 m)

167 ⅛” (4.24 m)

167 ⅛” (4.24 m)

167 ⅛” (4.24 m)

Length to End of Forks Down

213 ¾” (5.43 m)

213 ¾” (5.43 m)

213 ¾” (5.43 m)

213 ¾” (5.43 m)

Right Hand

Right Hand

Right Hand

Right Hand

4496 lb (2039 kg)

5296 lb (2402 kg)

5206 lb (2361 kg)

6006 lb (2724 kg)

1440 lb (653 kg)

1720 lb (780 kg)

1717 lb (779 kg)

1940 lb (880 kg)

3 Remote

3 Remote

3 Remote

3 Remote

1000 PTO 1⅜” 21 Spline
with Shear Bolt Protection

1000 PTO 1⅜” 21 Spline
with Shear Bolt Protection

1000 PTO 1⅜” 21 Spline
with Shear Bolt Protection

1000 PTO 1⅜” 21 Spline
with Shear Bolt Protection

16.5L x 16.1

16.5L x 16.1

16.5L x 16.1

16.5L x 16.1

Up to 6’ (1.83 m) diameter

Up to 6’ (1.83 m) diameter

Up to 6’ (1.83 m) diameter

Up to 6’ (1.83 m) diameter

Discharge End Curtains

Option

Standard

Option

Standard

2 Hydraulic Remote

Option

Option

Option

Option

Discharge***

Axle Twine Guard

Weight

The Axle Twine Guard

Tongue Weight (Unloaded)

eliminates the nuisance

Hydraulics

of twine getting tightly

Driveline

wrapped around the wheel
axle.

Tires
Size of Bales

CFR 650 Bale Pro Options
®

REAR FACING Additional lighting for night operation, with
WORK
added illumination of processing chamber and
LIGHTS
behind unit (FIOCFRRFL).

12 GUARD
ROD KIT

6 extra guard rods to help ensure consistent
feed of material into the flail drum when using
short hay (FIOCFR650AGRK).

END
CURTAIN

Rubber belting added to ends of deflector door
to help contain material flow (FIOBPEC).
Standard on Feed ChopperTM & MGITM models.

WEIGHT
SCALE KIT

3 point (1 hitch tongue, 2 axles) weight system
with in-cab display (FIOCFRWSK).

FEED
CHOPPER™

650 bale processor feed chopper kit
(FIOCFR650FC).

GRAIN TANK
WITH MGI™

650 bale processor grain tank with metered
grain insertion system kit (FIOCFR650GT).

ELECTRIC
OVER
HYRAULIC
KIT

Kit to convert a 650 processor with 3 pairs of
hydraulics to 2 pairs of hydraulics and an in-cab
electric control (FIOCFR650EH)..

650 bale processor in-cab flail drum aggression
HYDRAULIC
AGGRESSON adjustment (FIOCFR650HAC).
CONTROL KIT

* FC - Feed Chopper
** Grain Tank capacity - 30 bushels (1057 L)

*** Right/left hand is determined by sitting
in the tractor seat looking forward.

All weights and transport dimensions are estimates and are subject to change.
While every effort has been made to ensure that the information is accurate/current at the time of
production, all specifications are subject to change.
If livestock is being fed, it is the operator’s responsibility to ensure that the materials in the processed
feed mix are suitable. Some of the wrapping material (twine, net wrap or other materials) may be
discharged with the feed if the wrapping materials are not removed prior to processing.
For the latest product information, please visit: www.highlinemfg.com.
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CFR 650 BALE PRO ®

Adjust to a wide stance

TESTIMONIALS

Name: Tracy Beisly
Location: Nevada, Missouri
Operation: Cow/Calf Operation and 500 Head Backgrounders
I process mostly topdress hay, with some fescue hay and native grass.

CFR

650
651

This is my first time ever using a bale processor, and chose the Highline CFR 650
Bale Pro with the Feed Chopper and Metered Grain Tank for its ability to blend
lower quality forages with commodity feed, to provide our herd proper nutrition
while utilizing the hay that we have available.

CFR 650 Bale Pro with Feed Chopper™
®
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Name: Bob Tallman
Location: Poolville, Texas

We are using the CFR 651 primarily to process costal hay to feed our cattle. The
CFR 651 Bale Pro helps eliminate dirt and dust from the feed, creating a cleaner
grade of hay for the cattle to ingest. When you’re processing 500 bales of hay
each year, that cleansing process is very important.
I’m looking forward to the time and cash savings that will result from using a
Highline Bale Pro, and although this is my first one, it definitely won’t be my last!

CFR 651 Bale Pro

®

TESTIMONIALS

Operation: 200 Head Cow/Calf Pasture to Plate Beef

651

Process

THAT WAY

with the CFR 651 Bale Pro .
®

The CFR 651 Bale Pro® is also a great option for cattle operations looking for
a durable, well-engineered bale processor. Unlike the CFR 650 Bale Pro®, the
651 Bale Pro® has a slat and chain processing chamber with an offset flail
drum. Expand your CFR 651 by adding a Feed ChopperTM and Grain Tank with
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"I chose the Highline® Bale Pro® over other brands because I think
the design and quality of it is better and the Feed Chopper™ option
exceeds other brands.”
JOSH DAVIS
150 HEAD COW/CALF
ST. MARYS, KS

PREC SION
feeding

CFR 651 BALE PRO ®

MGITM (See page 46 for additional information on the CFR modular system).

Name: Josh Davis

The Slat & Chain Processing Chamber

Location: St. Marys, KS
Operation: 150 cow/calf

of the CFR 651 Bale Pro®

With the Feed Chopper™ I can take bales of lesser quality such as corn stalks
and Sudan hay and by running them through the processor it chops them up into
smaller sized pieces and the cows will eat the feed where before they would just
pick at the good parts and not eat the coarse stems or stalks.

Dual feed roller processing chamber also on the
CFR 1251 Bale Pro .
®

I also see an advantage for the whole group including the smaller calves as they
can get in line and eat if they want instead of all the cows around a ring and not
letting the less aggressive cows and calves get in to eat. By processing the hay in
a line my calves are getting more to eat and I believe are gaining better as well.

The Highline® flails efficiently ”bite” into the bale for
uniform feed processing. The flails are optimally sized
to grab the bale. (Many competitors' bale processors
are designed with longer flails. When the longer flail
encounters ice or other debris it may crack when it
rebounds onto the drum.)

CFR 651 Bale Pro with Feed Chopper™
®

The flails are designed in a spiral formation. This spiral
formation ensures that the bale is continuously pulled
and processed resulting in consistent feed. Also, the flail
drum is digitally balanced for smooth performance and
long bearing life.

Guard rods are designed
for uniform processing
from beginning to end.

DUANE CODER
EFFINGHAM, KS

2 Adjustable Aggression
Bales can be processed
more or less aggressively
depending on your needs.
Processing can be set in a
range of 1-5, with 1 being
the slowest and 5 being
the fastest processing
speed. Flails engage the
bale from 3/4" up to 2" for
faster processing.

3 Slat & Chain Feeder
The Highline® Slat &
Chain Feeder is designed
with aggressive teeth
utilizing durable 2080H
chain with no central
bearing on the feeder
chain rollers.
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1

3
2

CFR 651 BALE PRO ®

1 Guard Rods

Curved Tip Design
Highline forks are

Transport Lights

curved to help “grab”

CFR 651

the bale.

SPECIFICATIONS

Adjustable Axles
Adjustable Forks

in uneven terrain for

Lift bales from the smallest silage up to 6'

additional support, or

(1.8 m). Lift from the row and load them

adjust to a narrow stance

into the Bale Pro .
®

for passing through gates
and narrow barn doors.

Slat & Chain Processing Chamber

Hi-Flotation Tires

(See page 37).

Each Bale Pro model is
®

designed with appropriately
sized hi-flotation tires
allowing for easy
maneuverability through
challenging terrain.

Base 651
Bale Pro®

Base 651
Bale Pro®
with FC*

Base 651
Bale Pro®
with MGI™*

Base 651
Bale Pro® with
FC* & MGI™*

PTO Minimum

85 (63 kW)

125 (93 kW)

100 (75 kW)

125 (93 kW)

PTO Recommended

100 (75 kW)

140 (104 kW)

125 (93 kW)

140 (104 kW)

Transport Width

101 ⅝” (2.58 m)

112 ½” (2.86 m)

137 ⅝” (3.50 m)

137 ⅝” (3.50 m)

Transport Height

126 ½” (3.21 m)

126 ½” (3.21 m)

126 ½” (3.21 m)

126 ½” (3.21 m)

Working Height

154 ½” (3.92 m)

154 ½” (3.92 m)

154 ½” (3.92 m)

154 ½” (3.92 m)

Length to End of Tires

173 ¾” (4.41 m)

173 ¾” (4.41 m)

173 ¾” (4.41 m)

173 ¾” (4.41 m)

Length to End of Forks Down

221 ⅞” (5.64 m)

221 ⅞” (5.64 m)

221 ⅞” (5.64 m)

221 ⅞” (5.64 m)

Right Hand

Right Hand

Right Hand

Right Hand

Discharge***

Axle Twine Guard

Weight

5496 lb (2493 kg)

6141 lb (930 kg)

6181 lb (2804 kg)

6826 lb (3096 kg)

The Axle Twine Guard

Tongue Weight (Unloaded)

1870 lb (848 kg)

2050 lb (930 kg)

2190 lb (993 kg)

2370 lb (1075 kg)

eliminates the nuisance

Hydraulics

3 Remote

3 Remote

3 Remote

3 Remote

of twine getting tightly

Driveline

1000 PTO 1⅜” 21 Spline
with Shear Bolt Protection

1000 PTO 1⅜” 21Spline
with Shear Bolt Protection

1000 PTO 1⅜” 21 Spline
with Shear Bolt Protection

1000 PTO 1⅜” 21 Spline
with Shear Bolt Protection

16.5L x 16.1

16.5L x 16.1

16.5L x 16.1

16.5L x 16.1

Up to 6’ (1.83 m) diameter

Up to 6’ (1.83 m) diameter

Up to 6’ (1.83 m) diameter

Up to 6’ (1.83 m) diameter

Discharge End Curtains

Option

Standard

Option

Standard

2 Hydraulic Remote

Option

Option

Option

Option

wrapped around the wheel
axle.

Tires
Size of Bales

CFR 651 Bale Pro Options
®

REAR FACING Additional lighting for night operation, with
WORK
added illumination of processing chamber and
LIGHTS
behind unit (FIOCFRRFL).

ELECTRIC
Kit to convert a 651 processor with 3 pairs of
OVER
hydraulics to 2 pairs of hydraulics and an in-cab
HYRAULIC KIT electric control (FIOCFR651EH)..

WEIGHT
SCALE KIT

3 point (1 hitch tongue, 2 axles) weight system
with in-cab display (FIOCFRWSK).

FEED
CHOPPER™

FLOW
CONTROL
VALVE

Chain speed control mounted on bale
processor with two pairs (FIOCFRFCV-2RH) or
three pairs (FROCFRFCV-3RH) of hydraulics (for
tractor remotes w/o flow control).

651 bale processor in-cab flail drum aggression
HYDRAULIC
AGGRESSON adjustment (FIOCFR651HAC).
CONTROL KIT

651 bale processor feed chopper kit
(FIOCFR651FC).

END
CURTAIN

Rubber belting added to ends of deflector door
to help contain material flow (FIOBPEC).
Standard on Feed ChopperTM & MGITM models.

GRAIN TANK
WITH MGI™

651 bale processor grain tank with metered
grain insertion system kit (FIOCFR651GT).

* FC - Feed Chopper
** Grain Tank capacity - 30 bushels (1057 L)

*** Right/left hand is determined by sitting
in the tractor seat looking forward.

All weights and transport dimensions are estimates and are subject to change.
While every effort has been made to ensure that the information is accurate/current at the time of
production, all specifications are subject to change.
If livestock is being fed, it is the operator’s responsibility to ensure that the materials in the processed
feed mix are suitable. Some of the wrapping material (twine, net wrap or other materials) may be
discharged with the feed if the wrapping materials are not removed prior to processing.
For the latest product information, please visit: www.highlinemfg.com.
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CFR 651 BALE PRO ®

Adjust to a wide stance

DELIVERING

BEDDING SOLUTIONS

GUN

®

"This joystick model allowed me to process approx. 16 bales in less
than one hour unlike previous processors that took triple the time."
CECIL BOES
MIXED HOLSTEIN
ARCADIA, OH

w i t h t h e C F R 6 5 0 T O P G U N ®.

The Highline® CFR 650 TOP GUN is a rugged, highly effective agricultural
®

implement for bedding and feeding applications, as well as coverage solutions
for construction. It provides uniform coverage as it throws material up to
80 feet (24.3 meters)*, or feeds by gently dropping a windrow from its side

41

discharge.
* Contingent on environmental and operating conditions.

PREC SION
feeding

CFR 650 TOP GUN ®

TOP

Effective

Curved Bale Fork Design

1

Central Flail Drum

Built on the CFR 650 Bale Pro design, the TOP
®

2

The Far Reach Advantage

3

25o Up

Massive and durable 51" diameter fan provides

GUN also incorporates the central flail drum. The

consistent material throw. (Replaceable blades

®

Hydraulically Operated
Deflector Door
(Optional) See pages
43, 45.

1

2
1

Allows you to distribute
product to the right or the
left of the machine.

central flail drum is balanced for smooth, long
lasting operation and the flails are evenly spaced

and serviceable wear plates are available.)
25o Down
106o

to provide even material output (See page 29 for
further details).
125

Hi-Flotation Tires
Each Bale Pro® model is
designed with appropriately
sized hi-flotation tires
allowing for easy
maneuverability through
challenging terrain.

Easily Maneuvered,
High Discharge Spout

Removable section to
reduce turret height where
overhead clearance is an
issue (monoslope or hoop
barns).

3
3

3

Large, Durable Fan
and Auger Assembly
With AR400 replacable
blades.

Joystick Control (optional)

o

Tractor
Zone

Easily and accurately position the discharge spout
from the tractor cab for accurate placement of feed or

The joystick control option is an easy to use single

bedding. With a wide range of motion (spout rotates

remote control for all functions including bale load, bale

106 degrees left and 125 degrees right, as well as 25

rotation and discharge spout control both horizontally

degrees up and down), the discharge spout (84" long,

and vertically. This option results in less operator fatigue

11' high nozzle) can be directed to throw material up to

with very little effort to perform all hydraulic functions of

80' (24.3 m)*.

the machine.

NOTE: Right/Left hand is determined by sitting in the
tractor seat looking forward.

DESIGN
that out performs.
The unique, simple design and durable construction gives you what
you have come to expect in a Highline product - dependable, easy
operation with minimal maintenance and a long life.

AR400
Replaceable
Blades

43

AR400
Serviceable
Wear Plates

Gently drop a windrow from its side discharge.
(The discharge door is now optional.)
* contingent on environmental and operating conditions.

CFR 650 TOP GUN ®

Central Flail Drum

Massive, Durable Fan

Bed the Smart Way.
Never Open a Gate Again.
How many times has an open gate ended with
chasing cattle back into the pen? Frustration,
lost time and potentially dangerous situations
are all something that producers want to avoid,
and now can with the Highline® TOP GUN®. With
the 11' high nozzle, the TOP GUN® can easily
reach over the top of bunks and fences to blow
straw into pens to bed cattle or use the optional
hydraulic discharge door to feed into bunks.
®

The TOP GUN makes feeding and bedding a
quick and comfortable process for both the cattle
and yourself.

TOP GUN

®

SPECIFICATIONS

PTO Minimum

125 (93 kW)

Discharge

Left/Center/Right

PTO Recommended

160 (119 kW)

Hydraulics

3 Remote

Transport Width

104 ½” (2.65 m)

Driveline

Transport Height

131 ¼” (3.33m)

Tires

Working Height

131 ¼” (3.33 m)

Size of Bales

203” (5.16 m)

Length to End of Tires

Top & Rear Deflectors

1000 PTO 1 ⅜” 21 Spline
16.5L x 16.1
Up to 6’ (1.83 m)
Standard

Length to End of Forks Down

249 ⅝” (6.34 m)

Rear Facing Lights

Option

Weight

7246 lb (3287 kg)

Discharge End Curtains

Option

Tongue Weight (Unloaded)

2675 lb (1213 kg)
All weights and transport dimensions are estimates and are subject to change.

*** Right/left hand is determined by sitting
in the tractor seat looking forward.

While every effort has been made to ensure that the information is accurate/current at the
time of production, all specifications are subject to change.
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If livestock is being fed, it is the operator’s responsibility to ensure that the materials in the
processed feed mix are suitable. Some of the wrapping material (twine, net wrap or other
materials) may be discharged with the feed if the wrapping materials are not removed prior
to processing.
For the latest product information, please visit: www.highlinemfg.com.

Name: Gary Doerr - Gold Family Farm

CFR 650 TOP GUN Bale Pro Options

Location: Creighton, NE

WEIGHT
SCALE

3 point (1 hitch tongue, 2 axles) weigh system with incab display (FIOCFRWSK).

HYDRAULIC
DEFLECTOR
DOOR

Hydraulically actuated side deflector for
windrow feeding, for joystick equipped units
(FIOCFR650TGDD1R) or for 3 remote equipped units
(FIOCFR650TGDD3R).

END
CURTAIN

Rubber belting added to ends of deflector door to help
contain material flow (FIOBPEC).

We bought the TOP GUN® to bed the buildings. We found it to be a huge labor
savings by turning a two person job of bedding sheds into a one person job.
We also find the end product more uniform when spreading back on the field.
Our oldest son saw it sitting on the dealer’s lot, so we watched a YouTube
video about it, and then asked for a demo. Another son is now using it to feed
alfalfa hay to cows on corn stalks.

CFR 650 TOP GUN

®

®

REAR FACING Additional lighting for night operation, with added
WORK LIGHTS illumination of processing chamber and behind unit
(FIOCFRRFL).
TOP GUN
Alternate discharge chute . Chute is shorter and open
CURVED
bottom for use inside buildings (FIOCFR650TGDC).
DISCHARGE
CHUTE AND
END DEFLECTOR

CFR 650 TOP GUN ®

Operation: Hog Finishing

®

the

CFR

The Complete Feed Ration (CFR) modular system adds flexibility to your Bale Pro system
allowing you to add components as your operation requirements shift.
®

MODULAR SYSTEM

= CFR
Complete Feed Ration

1

2

3

THE Base
Bale Pro

Feed
Chopper

Grain Tank
with MGI

Highline® Bale Pros® aggressively

The Highline® Feed Chopper is a

The Grain Tank, with Metered Grain

spin and loosen the bale for uniform

secondary processing option that

Insertion capability, uses controlled,

feeding into the flail processing

allows you to produce a shorter

ground-driven metering. The grain is

chamber, making feed more

cut length; the shorter cut length

inserted, rather than dropped onto

n

Eliminates the cost to own or rent a tub grinder.

palatable.

increases the surface area of the

the hay resulting in an evenly mixed

n

Eliminates waste from spoilage of batch processing.

feed for more efficient digestion.

feed ration.

n

Ability to run bedding through the Feed Chopper™ increases absorption in various

TM

TM

TM

3
2

How the CFR System Impacts the Bottom Line - Analyze The Numbers
The Complete Feed Ration System:
n
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Reduces the labor requirements to provide proper nutrition. This provides the
greatest benefits at calving season—no chop pails or rolled grain wagons, no

TM

necessity for 2 operators and 2 tractors.

indoor applications.

1

The bale is processed.

2

The Feed Chopper™ slices processed hay, cracks grain and blends
the mix into a ration.

3

Metered grain is inserted into the feed stream.

THE CFR MODULAR SYSTEM

®

1

1 the BASE BALE PRO

®

Highline’s Bale Pros

®

CFR 650 / CFR 651 / CFR 650 TOP GUN® / CFR 960 / CFR 1251

Following are some of the top Bale Pro® advantages:

chop and mix round
bales, making feed more
palatable and reducing
stress on cattle.

Hydraulically Actuated Discharge
Door Lifts into Transport Position

Extremely Durable Construction

Twine Cutting

The durable, 6 X 4 A-Frame design and continuous

Bale twine or netwrap can be cut and

In order to create a narrow profile for passing

tube structure of all Bale Pro s handles heavy loads.

removed with minimal effort with the

through gates and barn doors the hydraulically

The continuous frame member eliminates weld

Twine Cutter.

actuated discharge door conveniently folds up

stress points when operating in harsh environments.

into a compact position.

®

THE BASE BALE PRO ®
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1 the BASE BALE PRO

®
CFR 650 / CFR 651 / CFR 650 TOP GUN® / CFR 960 / CFR 1251

STAGE 1

Vertical Bale Lift

Curved Tip Design

STAGE 2

The Bale Pro vertical bale lift has the highest breakout force of any
®

Highline forks are curved to

Transport Lights

help “grab” the bale.

bale processor on the market today. This force allows you to easily
remove bales that are frozen to the ground. Vertical lift reduces the
bale being lifted from “scrubbing” on the bales in the bale stack, as
well as eliminates the need to clutch the tractor between bales.

Hi-Flotation Tires

The vertical bale lift is a 2 stage lift system where the first stage

Each Bale Pro model is
®

of the process lifts the bale straight off of the ground. Little space

designed with appropriately

is required to accommodate this design. The competitors lack the

sized hi-flotation tires

Axle Twine Guard

allowing for easy
maneuverability through

2 stage system. On competitors' systems, the bale rotation into the

51

tub is started immediately resulting in limited force, as well as the
need to pull ahead when loading a bale from a stack.

challenging terrain.

Adjustable Axles
Adjust to a wide stance

Lift bales from the smallest silage up to 6'

for passing through gates

(1.8 m). Lift from the row and load them
into the Bale Pro .
®

eliminates the nuisance
of twine getting tightly

Optional Discharge Curtain
Available (Front and Rear)
(Standard on Feed Chopper™
and MGI™ models.)

wrapped around the wheel
axle.

Force

adjust to a narrow stance
and narrow barn doors.

The Axle Twine Guard

Adjustable Forks

Lift Capacity

additional support, or

Other Brands

Lift Height

THE BASE BALE PRO ®

CFR 650

in uneven terrain for

1 the BASE BALE PRO

®
CFR 650 / CFR 651 / CFR 650 TOP GUN® / CFR 960 / CFR 1251

Hydraulic Discharge Door.
The image above shows
what happens when feed
is not placed in a windrow.
Instead of standing and
eating, the cattle wander
around trampling and
wasting valuable feed,
as well as consuming
additional energy.

The hydraulically operated discharge door “contains” the outputted material in a
high, uniform mound. This high mound reduces the amount of sorting the cattle
will do, and also deters excess walking and wasting of valuable energy.
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Feeding in the Field.
Feeding cattle in a bunk or a windrow in the field reduces corral cleaning costs in

Bedding Profiles of Highline Bale Pro s
Height (Inches)

®

90
75
60

CFR 650
CFR 960

CFR 651

TOP GUN

CFR 1251

The graph on the left represents the bedding profiles of each of the

Efficient Processing

Even Bedding

height and distance). The results were taken while each Bale Pro was

The Bale Pro allows you to do double-duty; process one bale while carrying another on the

Create an even and lofty spread using a Highline Bale Pro®. Quality bedding is

stationary with each Bale Pro processing one complete round bale. (While

forks. This saves time by allowing for continued operation before having to load again.

produced while using up to 50% less straw saving on input costs.

feed and weather conditions can alter these measurements, the general

Loading bales is a simple one person operation from the comfort of the tractor cab.

different Highline Bale Pro s in ideal conditions (reaching maximum
®

®

®

®

45
30
15
0

pattern of each Bale Pro remains consistent.)
®

Throw Distance

®

®

THE BASE BALE PRO ®

spring; as well, the nutrients from the manure benefit the field biology.

2 the FEED CHOPPER

™
CFR 650 / CFR 651 / CFR 960 / CFR 1251

The Feed Chopper

TM

The Feed Chopper , exclusively from Highline®, is a secondary processing option to create shorter cut lengths.
TM

Rather than stationary knives that pulverize or drag leaves off of stems, the Highline® Feed Chopper truly
TM

slices through the hay creating an optimal consistency. The Feed Chopper is a great alternative to tub
TM

grinders.

b
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a
4

Improves Average Daily Gain (ADG).

4

Shorter forage cut lengths increase intake and rumen efficiency. The result
is improved Average Daily Gain (ADG), reduced feeding days resulting in an
increased bottom line.

The Feed Chopper is digitally balanced for
optimum performance and a long life.
TM

a
a Feed Chopper Blades
TM

The Feed Chopper is designed with 128 blades
spinning at 3,000 rpm to provide a uniform
blend of shorter cut lengths of roughage. The
blades are sharpened on both sides; once a
blade is worn out or damaged simply flip the
blade over for a sharpened edge.
TM

4

b
b Adjust Your Throw Profile

Additional Benefits

If your needs change, your throw profile can
easily be adjusted by simply removing the
2 hair pins on either side of the Feed Chopper
and adjusting the angle of the deflector pan.

TM

Finished feeding and need to bed? The
Feed Chopper can be easily disengaged for
bedding purposes.
TM

The Feed Chopper can be added as a field
installed option to the CFR 650, CFR 651 and
CFR 960 Bale Pro s.
TM

®

4

Consistent shorter cut length hay from the Feed
Chopper™ ensures cattle do not sort different
length material or grain. Now full feed utilization can
occur while the cattle are eating the intended rations.

Reduces Waste While Increasing Palatability
Cattle have preferences in what they eat. For example, longer coarse feed and
low quality hay may have adequate nutritional value, but are not eaten, creating
feed waste. By chopping low quality hay, intake of feed is increased, cattle will
clean up the windrow or feed bunks.
On Demand Cracking Grains with Feed Chopper™
When feeding grain, the Feed Chopper™ acts like an on board hammer mill
which converts raw kernels into highly digestible feed.

Minimizes Sorting

4

Flexibility of Feed Types
The Highline® Feed Chopper™ excels at cutting a wide range of bales
including silage, corn or old straw bales. Feed sources can include:
Corn Stover, Canola Straw, Green Feed, Alfalfa and Silage Bales, processed
to an appropriate blend of cut lengths.

THE FEED CHOPPER ™

The image above shows
what happens when
feed is scattered about.
Instead of standing and
eating, the cattle wander
around trampling and
wasting valuable feed,
as well as consuming
additional energy.

with MGI
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The image above shows
what happens when
feed is scattered about.
Instead of standing and
eating, the cattle wander
aroundDrive
trampling
and
System
Back-Up
wastingwith
valuable
feed,
&
as well Protection
as consuming
Electrical
Clutch
additional energy.

Controlling Rations
It is vital to ensure that the amount of grain inserted into a ration is controlled. The
amount of grain components in the ration needs to match up with the Rumen’s
ability to utilize the grains. Increasing the grain components too quickly can result in
Acidosis and the animals going off feed. The Highline® ground-driven meter precisely
distributes the grain into the hay or straw windrow.

Gauge Windows

a

Calibration Handle

The Grain Tank with MGI is a ground driven feed
system that allows for even and consistent flow.
TM

Unique to bale processing, the Highline® metering system ensures uniform mixes each
and every time...regardless of feed conditions! Even distribution of grain within the

Easily view current grain levels through the 3 gauge windows
located on the grain tank.

Metering Chart

b

Metering chart detail on page 57.

Quick Change Sprockets

c

Mechanically driven metering increases reliability in all conditions.

Distance Meter

hay is critical to ensure a good combined feed mix. Because cattle prefer grain to hay,

Sprocket Metering Chart
Achieve accurate feed rations using the following metering chart. This chart indicates how to
calibrate your system in order to produce your desired grain ration per cow.
Starting
sprocket
selection.
Based
on feed
spacing
of 5' per cow.
STEP
Find
chart
column
with
commodity
being
used.
STEP
1: 1:
Find
thethe
chart
column
with
thethe
commodity
being
used.

EXAMPLE:

STEP
Look
down
column
find
closest
match
intended
feed
rate.
STEP
2: 2:
Look
down
thethe
column
to to
find
thethe
closest
match
to to
thethe
intended
feed
rate.

Grain Type: Barley

Closest Match 5.7 lb per head

STEP
Look
across
find
size
Driving
and
Auger
sprockets.
STEP
3: 3:
Look
across
thethe
rowrow
to to
find
thethe
size
of of
thethe
Driving
and
Auger
sprockets.

Intended Rate: 6 lb per head

Sprockets: 36 Driving, 56 Auger

lb/head 5 feet per cow
Barley
Oats
Peas
Wheat
Corn
Driving
						
Sprocket
2.5
4.0
4.5
5.1
5.7
7.9
10.0
13.9
15.6
17.8
20.1
31.2

2.3
3.7
4.1
4.7
5.2
7.3
9.2
12.7
14.3
16.3
18.4
28.6

3.2
5.0
5.6
6.4
7.1
9.9
12.5
17.3
19.5
22.3
25.1
39.0

3.3
5.1
5.8
6.6
7.4
10.2
13.0
17.9
20.2
23.0
25.9
40.3

3.4
5.4
6.0
6.9
7.7
10.7
13.6
18.8
21.1
24.1
27.2
42.3

16
16
16
32
36
32
36
56
56
32
36
56

Auger
Sprocket

Calibration
Ratio

56
36
32
56
56
36
32
36
32
16
16
16

.53
.83
.93
1.06
1.19
1.65
2.09
2.89
3.25
3.71
4.18
6.50

STEP
Ensure
grain
tank
has
commodity
it and
auger
is primed
with
STEP
1: 1:Ensure
grain
tank
has
commodity
in in
it and
thethe
auger
is primed
with
that
commodity.
that
commodity.
STEP
Remove
auger
sprocket
and
install
hand
crank.
STEP
2: 2:Remove
thethe
auger
sprocket
and
install
thethe
hand
crank.
STEP
Open
calibration
hole
auger.
STEP
3: 3:Open
thethe
calibration
hole
in in
thethe
auger.
STEP
Weigh
and
record
weight
empty
collection
bucket.
STEP
4: 4:Weigh
and
record
thethe
weight
of of
thethe
empty
collection
bucket.
STEP
Place
calibration
bucket
under
calibration
hole.
STEP
5: 5:Place
thethe
calibration
bucket
under
thethe
calibration
hole.
STEP
Turn
crank
counter-clockwise
4 times.
STEP
6: 6:Turn
crank
counter-clockwise
4 times.
STEP
Weigh
collected
sample
and
subtract
empty
bucket
weight.
STEP
7: 7:Weigh
thethe
collected
sample
and
subtract
thethe
empty
bucket
weight.
STEP
Divide
sample
weight
4 to
weight
revolution
STEP
8: 8:Divide
thethe
sample
weight
by by
4 to
getget
thethe
weight
perper
revolution
of of
thethe
auger.
auger.
STEP
Replace
cover
over
calibration
hole.
STEP
9: 9:Replace
thethe
cover
over
thethe
calibration
hole.
STEP
Calculate
target
calibration
ratio
dividing
intended
weight
STEP
10:10:
Calculate
thethe
target
calibration
ratio
by by
dividing
thethe
intended
weight

Metering is ground driven. Ration is accurately determined based
on 5' increments per animal (i.e. 40 head = 200').

STEP
chart,
find
nearest
calibration
ratio.
STEP
11:11:
OnOn
thethe
chart,
find
thethe
nearest
calibration
ratio.

mix. Feeding grain is critically important to cattle in cold weather, backgrounding

Tank Lid & Ladder

STEP
Look
across
find
appropriate
driving
and
auger.
STEP
12:12:
Look
across
thethe
rowrow
to to
find
thethe
appropriate
driving
and
auger

and during the final stages of gestation. Proper nutrition is required if the cattle body

Easy tank top access for filling. A retractable ladder offers safe
and easy access to the top of the tank.

sprockets.
sprockets.
Travel
Distance
Feet
ft/cow)
Travel
Distance
in in
Feet
(5 (5
ft/cow)
# of
Cows
= 20/ /Travel
Travel
Distance
= 100'
# of
Cows
= 20
Distance
= 100'

they will sort out the grain and leave the hay if possible. The MGI system inserts the
TM

grain directly into the hay stream (as opposed to placing it on top) ensuring an optimal

condition is to be maintained which relates directly to healthy calving and desired
weight gains.

d

e

57

head
weight
revolution
auger.
perper
head
by by
thethe
weight
perper
revolution
of of
auger.
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